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Energy and 'A-dependecies of cumulative Л° particle spectra

for the particles emitted at angle 90° have been studied by means

of electronic method; its polarization has been determined.

Obtained data are analyzed both in terms of nuclear scaling

phenomena and of possible existence of baryonrich quark-gluon

plasma and are compared with other known data on cumulative

particle formation.
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Introduction

Cumulative Л° particles were first discovered and investigated at

ITEP in 1975 + 1978 by means of propane-xenon chamber exposed by

n"mesons with momentum 2.94 GeV/c tlJ. Despite of a number of

works appeared later, in which cumulative Л° particles had been

observed both in bubble chambers С2,3] and streamer chambers [4],

obtained data were obviously insufficient, because " > Л°

particle is not simply another one example of cumulative particle

but it is a strange particle. Strange particles produced in

deep-inelastic reactions were attracting additional interest in

the past years, since the enhancement of its yield compare with that

ncn-strange cumulative particles may be one of the most vivid

of sign of baryonrich quark-gluon plasma formation in these

reactions. Naturally, it is necessary to verify as precisely as

possible if other properties of cumulative particles contradict

such an assumption.

To investigate cumulative Л
0
 particles in various conditions

of their creation with better statistics a special electronic

"ethci was developed С 5]. By means of this method spectra of Л
0

-articles emitted from nuclei С Ai. Cu, Cd, Pb exposed by 1.2, 3.

3 ;?eV.-c momenta n~, -3 Ge^-'c momentum n^ and 3, 7.5 GeV/c momenta

"stcr.s *ere studiea.

The method Ttaae it possible not only to detect Л
0
 particles

::; :;.-:: Л' -* on' decay but Lo use effectively the asymmetry of

. ,.~ '.veax .lecay :"or л* polarization measurements.

/esuits obtained experimentally and their discussion are

v./en ceiow ;топгаагэа bath with mentioned data on cumulative Л°



. particle production and recent results obtained by
#
 electronic

method [61 and with known data on other cumulative particle

production. Preliminary data were published in preprints ITEP

[7
 +
 9],

Scheme of experiment

Schematic layout of the setup "Lambdameter" [5] is shown in

Fig.1. A beam of charged particles C1.2. 3, 5 GeV/c momenta n~

mesons; 3 GeV/c momentum n
+
 mesons and 3, 7.5 GeV/c momenta

protons) from ITEP accelerator passed through beam counters

S
o
,S

t
,S

2
,S and struck the target M of 30 mm in diameter. The

targets were made of carbon of 109.9 mm in thickness aluminum.

С108.6 mm), copper С56.6 mm), cadmium (50.0 mm) and lead

(45.8 mm). There was a profilometer ПР right in front of the

target, which made it possible to control steadily the shape and

position of the beam 1103. Counters S and S were used for

monitoring of the beam of intensity Cl + 2)-10
е
 s~

l
 and were the

starting ones for time of flight measurements. Counter S
o
 was used

for time of flight measurements of beam particles at large base

between them and the counters S
j
 and 3^, that "lade the reliable

separation of protons and я
+
 mesons at initial momentum 3 GeV/c

possible Cat proton momentum 7.5 GeV/c n
+
 admixture was negligibly

smaJl). Determining counter of S 20 nun in diameter was a part c:"

beam moniLoring syst-em and limited the working area of target. The

signal from anticoincidence counter S^ was used as the label fcr

the rejection out of the beam and was intended fcr random

coincidence background reduction.

At the distance of 120 CTI from seaa axis 12 identical
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counters Z of spectrometer NHS [11J with scmtil later thickness of

^ 20 cm and worKing area of % 15 x 20 cm* were piaceci'. The

measurement of time of flight to counter 2 for secondary particles

and determination of signal amplitude made it possible to identify

the particles and to determine their energies. Counters Z were

grouped by four and formed three arms of the setup, every one

havmq been oriented at angle 90° relative to beam direction and

at angle 90° between each other. Such a situation of counters was

optimized [5] for particle emission 90° with energies in the range

50 * 15C MeV. Scintiliator counters X of 1 cm in thickness

-cr.r.ected with trigger and used for random coincidence

background reduction were placed m every setup arm at the

distance from the target of % 50 cm. A part of data С in reaction

p *• ,C,?b) •» /\° t K, P =7.5 GeV/c) was gamed using streamer X

counter [12J instead of scintillation one
/
which made it possible

to advance towards the range of softer Л
0
 particles.

Assembling of 12 multiwire streamer chambers with dimensions

£00 x 200 mm* positioned at the distances from 20 to 40 cm from

the target that registered the tracks of secondary charged

particies with ± i mm accuracy was used as central track detector.

Л
0
 particies were registered by Л

0
 •* pjr" decay with vertex

position of the pair at mean distance from the point of Л°

creation * 2 + 4 cm. Information from central track detector made

it possible to reconstruct the event in space and to determine the

parameters of the pair Сря): invariant mass, total momentum,

emission angles etc. Signals S S ^ and, in accordance with Л
0

decay geometry [51, working pulses of Z counters from two



different arms of setup С along wi'.h corresponding X counter) were

ijsec for information reading trigger

The basic idea of Л° -» prr" decay extraction on the background

of all detected pairs Cprr) consisted m -election of those events

for whi^h t.he vertex of the proton and tr-meson pair is outside the

target. Such a selection, though it partially leads to the less m

Л
и
 particles, makes it possible to reduce considerably CpnJ zair

background, wnich is especially high m deep-inelastic nuciear

reactions due to high multiplicity of secondary protons.

In Fig.2 typical mass distribution of Сря) pair number, which

Vertex 13 in geometrical region <inematicaily accessible for Л"

particle decays outside the target, is shewn in light histogram.

Pronounced peak is visible which, position coincides with

Мд = 111S. 6 MeV with the accuracy of better than 1 MeV for aii

nuclei. Peak width 0-^4 MeV corresponds to calculated mass

resolution.

Background distribution obtained from the same data is shown

m Fig. 2 by shading. Cpn) pairs with vertices in geometric region

similar to the region of Л
0
 particle registration but situated

symmetrically to the latter on the other side of the target

relative to decay proton direction were taken as the background.

Background distribution is of smooth shape with broad maximum

outside Л
0
 particle peak and in mass range ИЗО i 1200 MeV it

practically coincides with light histogram shoulder confirming the

fact that the origin of these events is just the same. In the

range 1100 j. ИЗО MeV under the peak the background is % 15 +.

of the total number of events in. the peak.
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Mass distribution for Cpn) pairs with vertices inside the

target is shown in the same figure by black dots. Statistical

error is shown by dot size. The distribution is normalized to the

total number- of events in background histogram and agrees with the

latter in shape within error bars. In the region of Л
0
 particie

mass no peak is observed, as it was expected from preliminary data

on the relation between Л
0
, proton and тг meson yields. It confirms

the validity of chosen method of detection of Л
0
 particles decayed

outside the target.

Efficiency of the setup calculated by Monte Carlo method is

shown in Fig.4Ce).
#
 In the calculation it was taken account of

setup geometry, i.e. sizes of counters and chambers and their

distance from Л
0
 decay region; geometry 'of decay region outside

the target, where Л
0
 + pn~ decay vertices were selected;

probability for Л
0
 particle to decay in registration region; the

dependence of efficiency of secondary p and n~ registration in the

counter on their energy; the size and shape of the beam of

incident particles; intensity extinction at the end of the target

due to interaction within the target; loss due to Л
0
 particle

scattering inside the target; "the loss of secondary n~ mesons due

to the decay n~ -> yv ; fraction of the decay modo Л° •*• птг°; the

loss of cases in event reconstruction; admixture of К and u" mesons

in the beam.

Since Л
0
 particle is detected by its decay into proton and n~

tfeson, the measurement of its polarization is possible

simultaneously with its registration. The setup "Lambdameter" is

intended for determination of polarization relative to the normal
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to reaction plane.

It is known that angular distribution of protons produced by the

decay of Л
0
 particle polarized along the distribution of it in the

rest frame of reference for Л
0
 is of the form С see Fig.3):

wCfl) = 1/2 Cl + a P-cosCfl))

where P is Л° particle polarization,

\ в is emission angle of decay proton relative to the

direction of n\

a = 0.642 + 0.013.

It is obvious .that the most effective data for polarization

measurement can be gained in the region where measured asymmetry

reaches its maximum (shaded region), i.e. close to the normal to

reaction plane. In this case analyzing facilities of the decay

Л
0
 •* pn~ are utilized completely. This idea was the first to be

realized in the design of "Lambdameter" detector.

In Figs.3Cb, c, d) angular distribution for decay proton in

the rest frame of reference for Л° are shown relative to the

following axes:

*y = V*AI
ft, = p\xp\. /|p\x?w I Cnormal to reaction plane)
Z

 Г
Л

 r
beam '̂ Л

 r
beam'

 r

Experimental distributions are represented as histograms,

smooth curve? is Monte Carlo simulations. One can see that the

decays Л
0
 •* pn~ associated with proton emission along the normal

to the'reaction plane n*_ CFig. 3d) and in opposite direction are

mainly registered. Denoting by N
+
 the events associated' with

proton emission along the normal to reaction plane and by N_ m



opposite direction we obtain

N. = N (1 + . -P-«:os(f?)>.)

N = N Cl + а-Р-<со-з(0)> )

whore average- cosine of proton emission angle is

<|con(c*) |>
 +
 = <.|oosC9) |>_ = <{cosCfl){> = 0.913 i 0.002

Consequent]y, asymmetry A measured is unambiguously connected with

polarization P

A = CN
+
 - N_)/CN

+
. 4 N_) = ccP-<|cosCS)|>

The data shown in Fig. 3d are the visual evidence for high

analyzing capability of the setup: a-< |cos(9) |\ that is closed to '

the limit value a. Exact value of analyzing capability can be

easily obtained by means of experiment Cand by calculations)

because in the main it is determined by geometric parameters of

the setup: by the sizes and arrangement of the counters. The same

parameters determine principle equality of acceptance for events

N
+
 and N_, i.e. the equality <|cos(0)(>

 +
 = <|cosC3)|>_. These

events are registered in the same arms of.experimental setup.

It is obvious that the accuracy of polarization determination

is based first on exact knowledge asymmetry of the device and its

maximum reduction. The idea of this asymmetry compensation is

realized in the setup: the decay Л
0
 •+ pn~, in which the proton is

registered in the upper arm of Z counters while n~ meson in the

side one (see Fig. 1), gives inverse polarization relative to the

case, in which the proton is registered in the side arm while- n~

meson in the upper arm of Z counters. Therefore the change in the

efficiency of one or some spectrometer counters Cor chambers) or

even the trouble in them would equally distort the number of
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ev».-r;!.s with opposite рс.'лг ization .ugn. A real trouble in one Z

c./unte; 'causr-d asymmetry bias in vhis part of statistics (5 t 53*;.

Quantitative determination of device asymmetry, is bar-<->d on over-

detennination of tho problem: in fact., there are two independent

setups. One setup is the upper and t.he right arm of Z counters,

another one is the upper and the left arm. The difference in

asymmetries determined for these setups was (0.1 ± 2.8)%.

To estimate the device asymmetry the following measurements

were additionally carried out: background asymmetry on the right

hand side of the peak Л° was (-6 1 3)v.
;
 event asymmetry for proton

and л meson emitted from the .target, i.e. l m e main directly

from interaction vertex ruther than from Л° particle decay is

С-2 ± l)°-i; asymmetry caused by the cut of Л° particle decay length

and by the noncircular beam is C-l 1 ЗУ/.; possible asymmetry due

to secondary interactions in nuclear targets is (3 ± АУл\ possible

asymmetry as a result of K~ admixture in the beam is С-2 ± 3)%. In

the course of the experiment the measurements of asymmetry differ

no more than by С5 ± 51%.

As a result, the asymmetry of the setup was estimated by the

authors to be no more than 4*4 tat 90% confidence level).

The details of the setup, experimental method and efficiency

are given elsewhere [5,7,81.

Experimental data

Invariant function f = E-dcr/d
3
p vs kinetic energy of A

0

particle emitted at angle 90° from nuclei C, Al, Cu, Cd, Pb

exposed by 3 GeV/c n~ mesons Ca,b,c,d,e) and from carbon nucleus

exposed by 7,5 GeV/c protons is shown in Fig.4 by open circles.
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Numerical values are given in the table 1 of the Appendix. Given

'errors are statistical ones. Relative systematic error in a given

experiment in the range from 50 to 150 MeV is estimated by the

value < 5'4. Absolute systematic error is * 10Я. Error in Л°

particle kinetic energy measurement with accuracy no less than 10%

is not dependent on the energy and is ^ 5 MeV at Тд = 100 MeV.

Experimental data were approximated by the function of the

form Г = С-ехр<-СТд-105 MeV)/T
o
> with parameters С and T

o
 to be

considered below. In this approximation X
е
 * 1 per one degree of

freedom, the value of С being correspondent to the value of f at

T = 105 MeV. Experimental data on cumulative Л" particle yields at

angle 90° obtained by means of propane-xenon chamber exposed by

2.94 GeV/c n~ mesons Ш are shown in Fig. 4(d) by closed circles

to compare. Using obtained A-dependence to be discussed below

these data were reduced to the nucleus Cd. The result of the

recent work [6], where cumulative Л
0
 particles were investigated

in the reaction n~ + С •• Л° + X. P
o
 = 4 GeV/c by means of FANCY

spectrometer [131 modified specially for Л° particle registration

[14] is also shown in Fig. 4Ca). One can see from these figures

that within error limits the'data are in good agreement, in

particular, in absolute values too. Spectra of neutrons emitted at

angle 90° in the reactions n~ + Pb •+ n + X, P = 3 GeV/c and
о

p + С •• n + X, P
o
 = 7.5 GeV/c, correspondingly, are shown in

figs. 4Ce,O by • shading •• to compare. Setup efficiency

calculated by Monte Carlo method is shown in Fig. 4j)by solid curve.

Values of С and T С determined above) are shown in Fig. 5 by

ciosed circles as tne function of nucieus A for the reaction
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Г~ + А -•Л
5
 + X» Р

о
 - 3 GeV/e, which ie the moat

statistically-provided one. It is visible that within error limits

T.
o
 is independent on atomic number of the target nucleus, it

holding for other known cumulative particles too. Mean value

T = 42 i 2 MeV. The data from the works С 1,61 mentioned above are
о

shown in Fig.5 for comparison. It is visible that the results are

in good agreement.

Additional data on slopes of spectra at other initial momenta

and affected by other incident particles are given m Table 2 of

the Appendix.
A-dependence of cumulative Л° Darticle yields

160 MeV
I = Jdor/dTJ

 Q
dT at different initial momenta of incident n~

50 MeV ^

meson is represented in Fig. 6 Csee the numerical data in Table 3

of the Appendix). Yields of Л
0
 particles increase sharply with the

.increase in A, what is a pattern of cumulative particles.

Cumulative nucleon yields are shown by shading in arbitrary

units [15,IS] to compare.

Yields of Л° particles from various nuclei as function of

initial momenta of л" meson and proton are shown m Fig.7Ca) and

Cb), correspondingly. Here the comparison with the data from

•works Cli and i5) was made again.

Dependence of polarization on Л° particie energy ;s shown in

Fig.SCa + e) for five nuclei. Since no systematic behavior in

polarization dependence on A is visible, all trie nuclear data are

summarized and shown m Fig. 8СП. Mean value of cumulative Л°

particle polarization in the range from 40 to !6C MeV is equal to

(6. S i 3.6)4. Probabilities of zero polarization is denrenstraLec
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in figures.

Values of polarization of /' particle emitted at angle 9'J°

av-^ragpd over spectrum measured both in this work and in ail the

other 'works "'P.own up to date approximately in the Game range of

secondary energies of cumulative Л° particles are given in Table 4

of the Appendix. The data were also obtained using п \ р and at

some initial energies. The polarization was always small and

compatible with zero. More details on Л° particle polarization

ooiained in this work can be learned from [8J.

In general, polarization vaiues in various works seem to be

of the sa;ne scale as the values of errors in this work. As for the

results of tms work, polarization is small and compatible with

zero.

Discussion of the Results

Thus, the existence of cumulative of Л° particles that

reproduce qualitatively a number of laws of other cumulative

particle formation generalized as nuclear scaling hypothesis [173

is supported:

1) Invariant cross section f = E-dovd
3
p vs energy T is well

approximated by the function of the form f = С-ехрС-Т/Г^З like for

other cumulative particles.

2) Spectrum slope parameter T is independent on A of target

nucleus, initial energy and the type of incident particle (see

Fig.5 and Table 2 of the Appendix).

3) Starting from some value of -energy the quantity p = f/cr is

independent on the latter (see Fig.7CaJ). For carbon nucleus at

momentum cf incident n~ meson 3 GeV/c and proton 7.5 GeV/c the
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regime is apparently close to asymptotic one (see beiow}.

for cumulative Л" particles a strong A-dependence of yields

С if it is approximated by the function of form tf. then у * 1.33.

characteristic exponential increase in yields vs emission cosine

Сзее [1]) and characteristic transit.'.on to fragmentation iimit

regime take place.

It is interesting to compare quantitatively the parameters of

cumulative Л
0
 particle and nucieon spectra. Siopes of Л" particle

spectra CT
o
 = 42 * 2 MeV) coincide with T

Q
 = 50 t 2 MeV with

accuracy no worse than 20^ for neutrons emitted at the sane angie

30°. At this angle the functional dependencies : T and light cone

variable a - CE - pcosC93)/m
N
 are the same, and, consequently,

siopes ia ) of spectra with respect to the variable a for Л°

particles and neutrons are also close. It holds true for Л° and

neutrons emitted at angles in the range 110° • 120° too, as it

follows from the woric C1.16J.

It is noteworthy that T for Л
0
 particle coincides even

better with T for neutrons if Л° and n spectra are compared at

angles 9д =*: 90° and 9
n
 ъ 120°, correspondingly, i.e. approximately

in the same region of transversal momentum P
x
.

At moderate initial energy cumulative number Q 118,191 for Л
0

particles is often used instead of variable a.

« rEA-/3 DAcosCS.) C m 2 ^ f
0 - а-СЕд-п^+ШрЗ/Е^ •[ ^ +

Л° par t ic le spectrum with respect to Q, l ike for other cumulative

par t ic les , i s of exponential form and i t s slope Qo for Л0

oart ic les emitted-at angle 90° coincide: QAC90°) 5 QpC90°) % 0.1.

I t is worth mentioning here that such an effect as independence of
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Q-spectrum slope at fixed emission angle was observed for p, n~,

K~ spectra in the works [20,213. Earii-er in [221 slope equality

with respect to Q was observed for в = 180° and, consequently, at

P
x
 = 0. Q

o
C90°) differs slightly from С^СПЭ

0
) *. 0.14. It is

important here that when comparing Л
0
 particle and neutron spectra

not only tne values of P
x
 but th« range Q in which they are

compared happen to be close. In the work С23] similarity of

spectra of cumulative nucleons and Д
+ +
 isoDars integrated m the

same ranqs ?
x
 over the variable a <Q turns into a at high initial

energy). In such a way, superscaimg, i.e. the similarity of p, n,

л". К', i
+ +
 isobar and A°spectra take place.

It must be pointed cut once more that not only cumulative Л°

particle and neutron spectra but their A-dependence Csee Fig.6)

are similar, and the energies necessary for the transition to

fragmentation limit regime are practically the same. Apparently

more abrupt regime of transition to fragmentation limit of Л
0

particles is connected witn proximity of threshold of Л
0
 particle

production from free nucleon (cross section of these reactions:

n' + p •• Л° + K°, p + p -> Л
0
 + K

+
 + p is shown in Fig. 7 by

shading). Summing up, one may believe that cumulative Л° particles

are produced m the same process as other cumulative particles. It

is confirmed even by such a fine effect as "under-transfiction"

L3CJ. i.e. cross section increase ceases when increasing A at

initial energy deficiency starting from some definite A of a

nucleus Csee A-dependence in the reaction n~ + A •*• Л
с
 + X at

?
o
 - 1.2 GeV'/c m Fig. 6).

In the works [19,21] mentioned above anomalous yield of
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^mesons relative л
+
 mesons emitted at the same angle С if the

angle = 180°, then at fixed ?
x
 - 0. correspondingly) at fixed

value of Q Cor oO was remarked. It follows from Lhe results of-

this work that production ratio of neutrons and cumulative Л
0

particles emitted at the angle 90° at fixed Q is nearly equal to

2, the ratio of these productions at fixed Q ana ? being equal

approximately to 30 j. 40. Both ratios are much smaller than

quantity ^ 10
2
 j. 10

3
 (depended on target nucleus atomic number)

that might follow from these comparison of production cross

sections and mean multiplicities of ail nucieons and ail

Л
0
 -particles in rvadron-nucieus interactions.

In the literature anomaiousiy nigh cross section for strange

particle production in hadrcn- and nucleus-nucleus interactions is

considered as the evidence for quark-giuon plasma CQGFJ I£4].

E.g. , m the work [25] where the reaction p + Та -• Л 3
 *• X at

4 Ge4/c [3] was analized the author remarked the increase m the

Л" particle yields with Lhe increase in A of target nucleus by

which he meant

J-ДСp, Та:/сгдСp.p) = п . 3<GTIn•:5.Та).^n•:p.?J ^ Аг•'г

as the evidence for baryonrich. QG?

It has already been remarked above that cumulative yiaids cf

Л'"
1
 particies, like that cf ail cumulative particles are strongly

A-dependent Ctnat was treated as the indication f'o
r
 local

interaction and the reflection of geometric picture of reaction

developmentУ. All the other characteristics cf Л° particles <nown

up to data from the process [3] are also similar to

characteristics of cumulateve \° oarticiea: its belonging to the
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region of nuclear fragmentation, exponential character of spectra

with respect to kinematic energy T of tne 1'огъ f ^ exp(-T-T
ft
).

proximity of mean temperature T . As it follows from 125), it is

necessary for Л° production upon annihilation ins id*» the nucleus.

as for the cumulative particles, that a group of nucieons of the

heavt* nucieon cluster rather than a single nucleon would

participate in the reaction. In this case the reaction considered

in the work C3J is another one characteristic example of a wide

class of deep-melastIC nuclear reactions, and enhanced production

of strangeness in cumulative region in form of strange baryone can

be regarded with no less ground as the evidence for baryonrich QGP

formation.

Analysis of angular dependencies of cumulative Л°

particle yields performed on the basis of the data from work [13
*

show that:

a)Angular distribution can be described in the frame of the model

[26] if cumulative particles are produced as a result of isotropic

high-temperature evaporation from the cluster moving with velocity

/3. ,3д ̂  0,2 that is in satisfactory agreement with /3 obtained from

cumulative proton spectra both by the authors of the model and in

.[ 13.273, where (i = 0. io * 0.2.

bHt has been shown in [28] that the model [26] ̂ .s not capable to

describe the spectra of particles emitted at different angles

quite satisfactory. To describe experimental data on cumulative

proton yields the approximation of the form

f = С exp<-TCl-/3cosC0))/T ) has been proposed which provides good

description of a wide complex of experimental data at (3 =• 0.3. In
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t.his ipproxiTat. :•.:.•< jf :i.»ta on cumulative Л** particles

ilf. - 0 b i 0 7. ' . .

e;Approximation of the considered form can be interpreted (281 as

isotropic evaporation of massless particles (quarks) from moving

cluster. In case of cumulative Л
0
 particles one can try to take

into account the mass of a strange quark. In this case «д ^0.5

that is closer to ft, obtained from the analysis of spectra and

angular distribution of cumulative'protons.

In any case, experimental data do not contradict Л° particle

and proton formation as a resuli of isotropic decay of the same

moving system. In the works [3,251 the system has been found in

. wnich Л° -particles were emitted isotropically (see also (2933,

that was regarded as necessary conditions of QGP existence.

Naturally, absence of polarization must be typical for QGP.

It has already mentioned above that modern data on cumulative Л
0

particle polarization, apart from earlier data, do not contradict

its absence.

Thus, cumulative Л° particle properties seem to provide

additional evidencV for QGP formation In collision of fast

particles with fluctones or quark bags in nuclei.

Properties of cumulative Л
0
 particles were treated above in

terms of fragmentation limit phenomena in the region of

asymptotically high energies. In this work Л° particles were

investigated at initial energy very close to absolute threshold of

Л° particle formation at protons, i.e. observed Л
0
 particles are

close to so-called sub-threshold Л
0
 particles. It is interesting

to view the experimental data from this point:



DYteids of Л° particles at different initial energies in the same

region ?
x
 canrot be described Dy a single variable Q.

2; ТЫ», growth of cumulative particle yields has beon already

mentioned above that corresponds to the increase in cross sej-inns

for elementary reactions: n~p •• A°K°, op -> Л°К"
|
'р It is important

that these cro?s'sections are different for these two reactions

Сзе-5 Fig. 7, in which they are shown by shading along with

erperxmental data). One can judge from this fact that production

сгозз section of Л° particles at nuclei should be normalized not

or.iy to cr .as it is used taking into account the peculiarity of

incident particle interaction, but in some way to take into

account the threshold effect of secondary particle formation. At

the same time it is worth mentioning that cumulative Л° particles

are situated in kinematic region far different from that one ofA°

particles produced at quasi-free nucleon.



te

The df»*.a on invariant cross «".ecti'TiS / = E <iar 3*p.
1W) Mt^

[i^-^V'-c' sr"
1
!; yi*ld* / - /Jfr-'cfTl _<Л". ixb'-sri; poianration

P, l%\ of cumulative Л° particles emitted at 'angle 50° :n U D

sy3;.era are given below in the Tabiev Bolow each value its error

is given.
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Tab. 1
Invariant cross section f=E;d<yd3p,j;nbGe\^с si} v

kinetic energy T [MeV] and target, nucleus.
The errors are located under the values.

°7Г+ А •—Д° + X Po= 3 GeV/c
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Tab. 1 (continuation)

А — Л ° + X PQ = 1.2 GeV/c

\ A
T \

ч

65

95

125

\ A
T \

60

80 |

С

2.18
0.60

0.51
0.36

0
0.47

Al

1.81
0.54

0.89
0.51

0.23
0.39

7f+• A —Л°+ X

С

0
1.8

0
t.8 !

Al

4.5
1.9

3.7
2.0

Cu

6.7
2.1

2.3
1.2

0.91
0.91

Cd

8.2
3.3

7.2
3.2

2.2
2.2

IJ=5 GeV/c

Cu

13.2
8.1

13.0
6.5

Cd

42
13

6
10

Pb

6.8
2.0

4.1
2.1

4.7
1.9

Pb

81
11

30.1
6.4 !

100

120

0
2.0

2.3
2.0

3.7
3.7

20
П

0
2.6

140 :
4.0

27.6
8.9

1.9 !
1.9 !

0 i
1.7 j

9.
7.

0
8.

9 I
0 i

i

4.
7.

13.
9.

5
8

! 28.
f 8 .

i 13.
!' 7.

8
8 !

5 '
.1
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Tab. 1 (continuation)

7Г+А— Л°+Х P0=3 GeV/c P+A—:Л°+Х 5=7.5 GeV/c

\ A
T\

55

65

75

1

85

95

110

140
i

!

С

1.07
0.60

1.83
0,52

0.85
0.50

1.23
0.46

0.46
0.36

0.36
0.33

0.32
0.20

Pb

I
I

60
10

35.7
8.0

22.1
8.0

31.3
6.8

32.3
7.4

17.3
4.9

11.2
3.2

\ A
T\

35

45
«

55

65

80

95

115

140

С

2.12
0.59

1.19
0.36

0.60
0.26

0.48
0.18

0.58
0.19

0.31
0.14

0.24
0.10

0.23
0.10

\ A

\

30

40

70

115

Pb

290
140

105
37

17
13

16.9
9.4
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Tab. 2 0

The spectrum slopes T̂  [MeV] for Д particles emitted
at angle 90° in lab. at the kinetic energy range

50 ' - 160 MeV ((*) - for Ж) - 160 MeVX
The errors are located under the values.

^ W A
Pea кция"\^

7Г"+ А — Л°+ х
Po= 1.2 GeV/c

Д"~+ А—Л° + х

fo= 3 GeV/c

JT~+ A — Л ° + Х

Po= 5 GeV/c

7Г+А-Л°+х

FJ = 3 GeV/c

P + A — Л ° + Х

FJ= 7.5 GeV/c

P + A—л +x
IJ= 7.5 GeV/c

С

20

9

37.8
4.7

50
20

84

41

49

14

Al

42

23

46.7
5.0

52
37

Cu

26

10

42.8
4.6

.45
37

•

Cd

53

38

39.9
4.4

37

* 20

Pb

37.0
4.2

44

10

57
12

120

83

17.2
6.2
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Tab. 3

' d s [ j m b / s r ! o f c u m t t l a l i v ^ Д p a r t i c b ' s c m i l l t ' . l а ! Ш!°
in Lib. ;tt t h e k i n e t i c о и е г ^ у т а п ^ - ••";<) - U:.t) WV.
Tlu.- о г f u r s a r c U n a i e d i in J o г th«> v a l u e s .

Л
I

FVaHion л
С Л1 Си Cd ; PI:

'•Г + л — Л + х

fj~ 1.2 GeV/c

1.

IJ — :3 GeV/c

^,= 5 GeV/c

+л — A +x
= 3 GeV/c

P + л — А + x
• Po= 3 GeV/c

p + A — A + x

Ц= 7.5 GeV/c

0.043 |0.0f)0 0. Leg |

0.017 | 0.012 ! 0.047 j 0.072 i 0.042 |

—i

0.0512 j 0.206 : 0.620 : 0.939 I 1.84
| ; : !

0 . 0 0 3 8 i o . 0 1 0 I 0 . 0 3 4 , O.Onfi i 0 .11

0 10. L-4-4 j 0 . 4 3 j 0.G0 I 1.89 !

0.06 10.036 ! 0.1 1 I 0.17 i 0.17

•4-

0.0334 ;

0.00(54 i

1.54 |

0.17 !
i

0

0.0028

{ 0.063 i
I j

I 0.055

0.0198

0.0034 |
J L

I 0.83

! 0.40



Tab. 4
Polarization of/<?particles at angi<« iiO .

i Reaction

|7T
г ~

br"к
br'

7Г'
i

"тг"

71

!'i

i
!
1 +•
» 7 1 .
i _

-

Т Г

n

p

p

4 С W\" +

"•*- А1-->Л°+-

4 Cu •Л°4

"4 Cd-->A°4

+(C,XeJ-> A°

4 с — > A ) +

4 Al >Л?4

4- CU >f\ +

+ Cd—>л°+-

4 Pb-->^ +

+ C~->/\ +

4- Pb >A° +

+ С — >A°4

+ С >Л°4

+ Al — >A°+

4 C u — > A +

4 Cd—>A° +

+ Pb — >A°4

+ c-->A°+

4 С—>Л +

4 Pb—>A° +

I

X

X

X

^ornorrtumpol;
i.г <;ov/tr

I
: f

Г 1

xj --"--
X

4X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x|

2.9 GeV/c

[] GeV/c
f f

' f

t r

"

4 GeV/c
11

5 GeV/c

,— "

i f

7 GeV/c

7.5 GeV/c

i
i

i

1 -

—1_. _ ._
i

i

|

i

(

I

i

1
j

i
i
i

i

i

i

UMZat'.on

-f,7 t «:J

-dti t 45

6H t 4.0

«5 ± 49

39 i 37

80 r U0

17 t 10

-4 ± a

б ± а

J ± 6

7 ± 5

ЯЯ t 26

-19 i 14

100 r 5 0

25 ± 15

-19 t 4(5

-14 ±51

-31 ±44

-9 + 1в

100 150

-3 t 19

14 £ 41

"A

I

I
I

Y r a r ' J Ri-Г I
i- i -!

1 9 9 0 j I * ! !

_ _

,,

1377

1998

"

,.

i .

, ,

. .

1979

i'JSQ

1990
f T

t»

— — • • — |

• * :

f 4 ;

! * j |

— •-" j

t Г

1 F ''

1 . i

. ,

. .

[31 ] j

i.6i ;

i

- • : ;

1 9 7 9 i 1П11 !

1990 i '•; !

(*) - this experiment
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Fig.1. Principal scheme of "Lambdameter" setup.
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Fig. 2. Typical distribution 01' Cpn) pair nunber with vertex

outside the target as the function of their invariant mass

С light histogram, target nucleus - AD. Shading is

background distribution obtained from the sane statistics

[53. Black dots are mass distribution of (p?O pairs with

vertices inside the target normalized to background area.'
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-I

C)
150

-too

50

cos вы

S)

200

too

cos O
r

-A ~A 0 4 6 '8 -4 0 .4 8

Fig. 3. Angular distributions of protons of the decay Л° -» ря" in

the rest frame of reference for Л°.

a)The frame of reference and the region of setup efficiency

(shaded),

b)Characteristic angular distribution of events relative to

direction it С see the text for details) - light histogram.

Curve is Monte Carlo simulation.

c) and d) are the same for the angles relative to rt and n*
z

directions (normal to reaction plane).
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100 150 50 100 150

T,MeV

Fig. 4. Invariant cross section as the function of kinetic energy T

for Л
0
 particles emitted from the nuclei C, Al, Cu, Cd, Pb.

о - our data, *, Я - the data from the works [1,6].

Invariant cross sections for neutrons are shown by shading.

The efficiency is shown in Fig. СП by solid curve.
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100 с

10

CmbGeVV sr

Pb

Fig. 5. Parameters С and T of' cumulative A'
J
 particle spectra

approximated by the' function of the form

dcr/d
3
p = С expC-CT-105 MeW/T

o
> (see the text) vs atomic

number of target nucleus. • - this work, ф , X ~ the

works £1,6].
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Fig.5. A-dependence of yields I for cumulative A
0
 particles for

different momenta of incident n~ mesons С Х - 1,2; •- 3;

Л- 5 GeV/c). A-dependence of cumulative nucleon yields is

shown in arbitrary emits by shading.



I ,mb/sr
Pb '

I ,nib/sr

\l.'3 10

Cu , o.i

i 'b

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Fig.7. Dependence of yields I of cumulative Л° particles on

incident n" mesons Ca3 and protons Cb3 momenta for

different nuclei. Yields of cumulative nucleons at the

nuclei С and Pb are shown by solid curves. Inclusive cross

section for Л
0
 particle creation in elementary reactions

я~р •• Л°Х Са) and pp -• Л°Х Cb) is shown by shading.



о

*)C

\f/0

QAC

\ \
10

\
X = /0*2 (2SZ)гг

no

X*

Vb*)

i)Cd

»f ' ILJLJ

e)Pi

fi Totai

Л
 =

 W'
1

L
f
_b

Fig.8. Polarization of Л
0
 particles with emission angle 90 ± 5° in

lab system vs kinetic energy T. The beam is 3 GeV/c n~

mesons, target nuclei are C, Al, Cu, Cd, Pb Ca + e,

correspondingly), Cf) is for total data. Values of X
s
 in

the frame of zero polarization hypothesis and corresponding

confidence levels are also given here.
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